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SUMMARY
Exploration for mineral deposits in Canada resulted in the
discovery of large uranium deposits, such as at Great. Bear Lake,
Northwest Territories (1930), in the Elliot Lake area, Ontario (1949);
Beaver!odge, Wollaston Lake Fold Belt and Carswell Structure in Saskatchewan
(1946-1975) and many uranium occurrences in the Canadian Shield, in
the Orogenic Belts and in the Platforms.

Uranium output in Canada since 1942 until and including 1976
amounted to 112,000 tonnes U.

Reasonably Assured uranium resources as of 1976 amounted to
167,000 tonnes U (at a price up to $40/lb. U 3 0 g ) and 15,000 tonnes
U (at a price more than $40 up to $60/lb. UjOg).

Estimated Additional uranium resources as of 1976 amounted to
392,000 tonnes U (at a price up to $40/lb. U-Og) and 264,000 tonnes
U (at a price more than $40 up to $60/lb. U 3 0g).

Possible further potential beyond the above mentioned classes
is tentatively estimated to be in the 6th category according to NEA/IAEA
favourability classification.

v •

- 1A.

INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL GEOGRAPHY
Canada 1s situated in the northern part of the North American

continent.

It-has an area-of

9,976,634 square kilometers

(3,852,000 square miles) and extends between approximately 83°H
»

and 42°H latitude and 53°W and 141°W longitude. Approximately 7.6%
of the land is covered by fresh water lakes. About 15.5% of the
land is islands, situated mainly in the Arctic.
Physiographically Canada can be divided into two units:
(a) Shield regions, occupying the main part of the mainland, and
(b) Borderlands, including mountainous belt of the Cordilleran
region in the West, Appalachian region in the East, and extensive

.,

. .

plains between the mountainous regions and the Shield, in the Arctic
and elsewhere adjacent to the Shield region. (See. Fig. 1.)

Climatically Canada can be divided into several zones ranging
from moderate in the south to arctic in the north and exhibiting
conditions from continental to marine.
Most of the inhabited areas are accessible by roads, railways,
waterways and by commercial airlines. The areas along the western,
eastern and northern coast are accessible by sea. The remaining
parts of Canada can be reached by charter aircraft or in winter by
winter roads.

- 2The country is administered by a federal and ten provincial
vernments. The Northwest Territories and Yukon i.e. regions mainly
rth of the 60° parallel, are administered by the federal and 1n
rtain fields by territorial governments whereas administration of
ovinces by the federal government is restricted only to specific
nctions; the provinces have their own governments. Canada has
;n provinces: British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba,
itario, Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island
id Newfoundland and Labrador.

GEOLOGY OF CANADA IN RELATION TO AREAS FAVOURABLE FOR URANIUM
MINERALIZATION

Geologically /I/ Canada is built up of rocks of all geological
3es.

A substantial part of the Precambrian occurs in the Canadian
hield, which can be further subdivided into several Structural
rovinces, namely Superior, Slave, Bear, Churchill, Nain (also Nutak),
renville and Southern. The Canadian Shield, an outcropping part of
he North American craton, is bordered by three major geosynclinal
omplexes that have been deformed at various geological times and
ow constitute the Appalachian, Innuitian and Cordilleran Orogens.
he remaining parts of Canada are Platforms (Arctic, Interior,
t. Lawrence, Hudson) and Shelves (Atlantic, Arctic, Pacific Continental
.tc). Geology and the principal geological elements are shown in Figure
: and 3.

- 3 Uranium mineralization in Canada is known in the Canadian
Shield, Orogenic Belts and in the Platforms.

The Canadian Shield, occupying nearly half of Canada, comprises
geological environments with known and exploited uranium deposits
and those favourable for uranium mineralization.

~

The Archean of the Canadian Shield comprises sedimentary and
volcanic rocks that were folded, metamorphosed and intruded by
granitic rocks of the Kenoran orogeny. During this orogeny uranium
was, presumably /2/, geochemically concentrated, along with thorium
and rare earths, in granitic rocks.

The Proterozoic in Canada is divided into three stages: Aphebian
Helikian and Hadrynian.

The Aphebian of the Canadian Shield occurs as bjth cratonic
4Q

cover rocks on the Archean and as geosynclinal deposits.

The Aphebian of the first style consists mainly of clastic
i

sediments, conglomerate, arkose, graywacke and shale. It occurs
In Cobalt Plate, Bathurst Plate and Mistassini Homocline.

_4 The Aphebian of the geosyncfinal development consists of clastic
sediments, carbonates, iron formation and their metamorphic equivalents.
The geosynclines border the Superior and Slave Structural Provinces
(e.g. Labrador Trough, Cape Smith and Belcher Fold Belts), Churchill
Structural Province (e.g. East Arm Fold Belt) and Bear and Southern
Structural Provinces (e.g. Penokean Fold Belt).

The lowermost part of the Aphebian sequence was deposited,
•
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presumably, under oxygen deficient conditions. It contains large
uranium-bearing pyritiferous quartz-conglomerate beds in areas where
the clastic material was derived from terranes containing rocks
with higher than normal uranium clarkes. Volcanic centres were identified
in the vicinity of the largest uranium deposits, such as the Dollyberry
Lake volcanics in the vicinity of the Elliot Lake deposits.
The first red beds in the Aphebian probably mark a transition
period not only between the oxygen deficient atmosphere and atmosphere c
free oxygen, but also between the time when uranium was overwhelmingly
transported mechanically and the time of prevailing chemical transport
of uranium from the sites of origin to the sites of deposition. It is
assumed, that the oxidizing conditions caused.in this transitional period,
dissolution of the vast geochemical stock of tetravalent uranium in
waters. The uranium was then removed from the original source in
potassic granitoids and redistributed in new environments. The
redistribution of uranium and its redeposition in lithological and
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structural traps was strongly influenced by orogenies, granitization,
metamorphisin and tectonic processes /ibid./- Whereas the 'pre-red
beds' uranium deposits of the Canadian Shield exhibit a placer type
of mineralization (e.g. Elliot Lake deposits), the 'post-red beds 1
deposits contain mineralization formed by chemical processes (e.g.
Beaverlodge deposits).

The Hudsonian Orogeny in the late Aphebian (1,850 - 1,650 ra.y.)
brought about a substantial redistribution and subsequent redeposftion
of the geochemical uranium stock. This Orogeny affected the greater
parts of Churchill, Bear and Southern Structural Provinces. The
Hudsonian Orogens and the cover rocks derived from them comprise
Canada's largest uranium deposits of vein and related types. The
distribution of the uranium deposits in the Canadian Shield is commonly
spatially controlled by the Aphebian/Helikian unconformity caused
by a stratigraphic hiatus which followed the Hudsonian Orogeny.

The Helikian of the Canadian Shield consists mainly of cover rocks
resting on Hudsonian Orogens. It occurs in the Churchill Structural
Province (e.g. Athabasca Basin, Thelon Plate, East Arm Fold Belt), in
^the Southern Structural Province (e.g. Lake Superior Basin) and elsewhere.
In the western Nain Province the Helikian anorthosite plutons were emplaced
•

•

during the El sonian Orogeny (1,370 m.y.±). Helikian rocks in the Grenville
Province were affected by the Grenvillian Orogeny (955 m.y.t).

- 6 -

The uranium deposits related to the Elsonian and Grenvillian
Orogenies are mainly of granitic-anatectic character.

Several carbonatite complexes, intruded during the post-orogen1c
periods, are also uranium-bearing.(e.g. in the Lake N1piss1ng area).

The Hadrynian of the Canadian Shield is represented by clastic
sedimentary sequences (e.g. Lake Melville Plate, parts of Coppermine
Homocline, Brock Inlier, Lake Superior Basin); however the uranium
mineralization in these complexes is rather scarce.

The Oroqenic Belts outside the Canadian Shield occur in Western
Canada (Cordilleran Orogen), Eastern Canada (Appalachian Orogen) and
in the Arctic (Innuitian Orogen).

The Cordilleran Orogen is a part of the circum-Pacific Orogenic
belt /!/.

It developed during the evolution of the Cordilleran

Geosyncline from mid-Proterozoic to Recent. Although no large uranium
deposits are known in the Cordillera

, geological similarities

with the United States part of the Cordillera and numerous occurrences
of uranium mineralization indicate that environments favourable for
uranium deposits in the Cordilleran Orogen exist.

- 7The Appalachian Qrogen is.divided Into two parts: (a) a fold
belt formed during the Ordovician and Silurian (a product of Taconian
and Acadian Orogenies), and (b) Devonian to Upper Triassic sediments,
only partly deformed. Although many uranium occurrences of various
types are known 1n the Appalachian Orogen* none is known to b c b f
commercial value.
The Innuitian Qrogen contains areas favourable for uranium
mineralization In environments similar to those in the Cordillera.
The St. Lawrence, Interior, Arctic and Hudson Platforms are
regions with flat-lying Phanerozoic sedimentary rocks that cover
parts of the Horth American craton.
The St. Lawrence Platform in southeastern Canada is underlain
by quartzite, carbonate, evaporite and shale of Cambrian to Devonian
age.
The Interior Platform, underlain by Phanerozoic sediments,
embraces parts of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, British Columbia
and District of Mackenzie, Northwest Territories. The southern part
of the Interior Platform is built up of Mesozoic and Tertiary sediments
overlying Paleozoic carbonates and evaporites. The northern part
Is underlain by Paleozoic to Lower Cretaceous clastic sediments,

- 8 carbonates and evaporites resting on Precambrian sedimentary and
crystalline rocks. Uranium occurrences have been identified in Tertiary
lignites, shales and in fossil bones.
.
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The Hudson Platform is built up of Phanerozoic rocks including
••
•
'
carbonate, gypsum, shale, sandstones and lignites.
Except for sporadic occurrences no uranium deposit has been
found in the Platforms.

C.

PAST PRODUCTION
To date, all Canadian uranium production has been from deposits

of the Canadian Shield. The first production began in 1942 from Eldorado
mine at Port Radium, Northwest Territories, in the Bear Structural
Province of the Canadian Shield. This deposit was discovered in 1930.
In 1946 larger deposits (Beaverlodge) were discovered at Uranium City»
Saskatchewan, in the Churchill Structural Province. In 1949 Canada's
largest uranium deposits were discovered in the Blind River - Elliot
Lake area, Ontario, in the lowermost Aphebian sediments of the Penokean
Fold Belt in Southern Structural Province (Douglas, ed., 1970, p. 163).
Several deposits were discovered in the Wollaston Lake Fold Belt and
Carswell Structure, Saskatchewan, in the late sixties and early seventies.

During the initial period of uranium exploration in Canada
several small deposits were discovered and exploited (e.g. Faraday

6.

bi-

- 9 mine and other deposits at Bancroft, Ontario, in Grenville Structural
Province; Rayrock mine in Bear Structural Province in Northwest Territories;
Ranwick mine at Montreal River, Ontario in Wawa belt of Superior
Structural Province). Some deposits were tested and/or developed for
'

eventual production only part1y(e.g. Rexspar deposit near Birch

*

Island, British Columbia; Kitts deposit in Makkovik area, Labrador,
i

.

'

•

Urani urn producti on 1n Canada reached i ts climax i n 1959, when
0

15,892 tons U,0 Q 73/ were delivered to the uranium market.^^ Afterwards
•
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production decreased and in 1967 amounted to only 3,700 tons U 3 Q 8 ./•/
Table 1).
After a depression on the uranium market in the 1960's a revival
of exploration brought about new discoveries and thus an increase in
the uranium resource base.

At present Canada's uranium production comes frc^i: Denison Mine
A

and Rio Algom's Quirke mine in the Elliot Lake area, Ontario;
Agnew Lake mine near Espanola, Ontario; Faraday mine near Bancroft,
Ontario; Beaverlodge area, Saskatchewan,and Rabbit Lake deposit near
Vtollaston Lake, Saskatchewan.

•

'

.

•- 1 0 -

D.

URANIUM OCCURRENCES AND RESOURCES

Thousands of uranium occurrences in various geological
environments are known in Canada. Most of the localities containing
uranium mineralization above 0-025%

ILOQ

and the majority of

Canadian uranium resources are distributed in the Canadian Shield.

The Orogenic Belts outside of the Canadian Shield contain only a
minor amount of known Canadian uranium resources. Only one locality
in the Cordi11eran Orogen comprises a semi-developed uranium deposit
(Birch Island area with the Rexspar deposit). Scattered uranium
occurrences have been found in the remaining Orogenic Belts and in
the Platforms.

In 1968 a vein-like deposit was discovered near Wollaston Lake,
Saskatchewan, in the Wollaston Lake Fold Belt of the Churchill
Structural Province. Shortly after this discovery the 'D1 deposit
was found in the Carswell Structure at the base of the Athabasca
Formation. Formation of this deposit was evidently controlled by the
Aphebian/Helikian unconformity. During the same period the Michel in
deposit was .discovered in the Nain Structural Province, Labrador, the
Agnew Lake deposit in the Huronian sediments of the Penokean Fold
Belt in Southern Structural Province, and several other deposits
in the Shield and Cordilleran Orogen.

-11 -

Most of the above mentioned areas are still targets for
uranium exploration. Thus intensive exploration along the Aphebian/
Helfkian unconformity at the base of the Athabasca Basin and on the

.

top of the rocks of the Wollaston Lake Fold Belt resulted in 1975
in discovery of the Key Lake deposit, near Cree Lake, Saskatchewan.
.

-

•

•

. .

.

.

In order to analyse uranium resources on a standard basis the
Canadian government established in 1974 a special group of senior
W

administrative and professional officials, the Uranium Resource
Appraisal Group (URAG). Results of activities of this group during
the period 1974 to 1976 are summarized in pertinent reports published
by the Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, Canada ('See'-Appendix 1:
E.M.R. Report EP77-3 (1977), p. 2).
These Canadian uranium resources are classified:
(a) according to a degree of assurance of their existence as:
(1) Reasonably Assured (Measured and Indicated) Resources;
(2) Estimated Additional Resources (Inferred and Proc;»osticated); and
(3) Speculative Resources;
(b) according to a degree of their economic feasibility as:
(A) Recoverable for up to $40 per lb. U 3 0 8 (this limit was valid in 1976);
(B) Recoverable for between $40 per 1b. U,0 Q and $60 per lb. U,0 Q (1976).
The economic feasibility limits change with the prevailing situation
on the uranium market according to specific rules, (see Figure 4 ) .

-m

•
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A summary of Canadian Uranium Resources as of 1976, following
the above classification is shown in Table 1 and 2 of Appendix 1 and
in Table 2 of this report.

The 1976 reasonably assured uranium resources were contained
in deposits owned by mining and exploration companies as follows:
Agnew Lake Mines Ltd. (Agnew Lake deposit, Ontario); Amok Ltd. (Cluff
Lake deposits, Saskatchewan); British Newfoundland Exploration (Brinex)
Ltd. (Kitts and Michelin deposits, Labrador); Consolidated Rexspar
Minerals and Chemicals (Rexspar deposit at Birch Island, British
Columbia); Denison Mines Ltd. (Elliot Lake deposits, Ontario);
Eldorado Nuclear Ltd. (Beaverlodge deposits, Saskatchewan); Gulf
Minerals Canada Ltd. (Rabbit Lake deposits, Saskatchewan); Madawaska
Mines Ltd. (Faraday Mine, Bancroft, Ontario); Rio Algom Ltd. (Elliot
Lake and Pronto deposits, Ontario); Preston Mines Ltd. (Elliot Lake
deposits); Uranerz Exploration and Mining Ltd. (Key Lake deposit);
and Pan Ocean Oil Ltd. (Baker Lake deposits). (see_Figure 5 ) .

Estimated additional resources (Inferred and Prognosticated)
were estimated in twenty-four areas (see Figure 1, Appendix 1 ) .

Estimation of speculative resources is now under way. The
possible further potential beyond estimated Additional Resources I
is tentatively estimated in the favourability category 6.
according to NEA/IAEA classification.*
•The NEA/IAEA classification comprises seven favourability categories.
The 6th category includes as possible further potential beyond "Estimated
Additional Resources" ranking between 500,000 and 1,000,000 tonnes U.

- 13 -

E.

PRESENT STATUS IN URANIUM EXPLORATION

Although only incomplete data on exploration expenditures
are available, it is estimated by the author that approximately
50 million dollars (Can.) were spent in exploration for uranium
in Canada in 1976.
j.

More than two hundred companies are engaged in exploration
for uranium either actively or passively by only holding exploration
claims and permits in good standing.

Uranium exploration is in Canada carried on by uranium mining
and/or exploration companies, such as Denison Mines Ltd., Rio Algom
and Rio Tinto Canadian Exploration Ltd., Gulf Minerals Canada Ltd.,
British Newfoundland Exploration (Brinex) Ltd., Amok Ltd., Eldorado
Nuclear Ltd., Imperial Oil Ltd., Cominco Ltd., Kerr Addison Ltd.,
Uranerz Canada Exploration and Mining Ltd., Urangesellschaft Canada Ltd,,
W

and many others.
A variety of exploration methods is applied: Prospecting
by private prospectors still belongs to basic systems of exploration;
radiometric surveys (airborne, carborne, boatborne, ground) are the
most common methods in the reconnaissance stage of exploration;
geochemical methods (e.g. radon survey, stream sediment and lake
sediment sampling) are widely used in terranes where radiometric

S

methods are less efficient or in combination witn them;
trenching and drilling is applied in advanced stages of exploration.
In the past few years exploration was oriented Increasingly
to new areas besides to environments with known uranium mineralization.
At present a substantial portion of the exploration funds 1s
spent in Saskatchewan: the targets are the Wpllaston and TazinNonacho Belts near the Aphebian/Helikian unconformity and other
areas along this unconformity (e.g. in the Carswell structure).
In Manitoba the exploration is conducted in the Wollaston Lake
Fold Belt and in areas favourable for pegmatitic and sedimentary
uranium deposits.
In Ontario exploration 1s conducted in areas favourable for
uraniferous conglomerates, magmatic-anatectic and vein and related
deposits.
In Quebec exploration is oriented to magmatic-anatectic
uranium deposits (Mont Laurier, Uohan Beetz), conglomeratic
(Sakami Lake), vein and related (James Bay area, Mistassini
Homocline etc.) and to carbonatites (Crevier).

In the Atlantic provinces exploration is concentrated mainly
1n sandstorres of the Carboniferous basin, but some exploration is
oriented also to volcanogenic occurrences.

- 15 In Labrador the main activity is in the Makkovik - Seal
Lake area.

In British Columbia and in Alberta the present exploration
targets are mainly areas favourable for sedimentary types of
•

uranium deposits.

In the Northwest Territories exploration interests are in
w

the fold belts of the Churchill, Bear and Slave Structural Provinces.

In the Yukon new discoveries caused a staking rush in areas
in and adjacent to Wernecke Mountains, chiefly where the Precambrian
complexes are intruded by volcanic breccia pipes.

Exploration carried on by the industry and some provincial
governments is supported by research and development programs conducted
by the Federal and Provincial governments, such as the Federal-Provincial
£}

Uranium Recomaissance Program or the Uranium Resource Evaluation Program
and special projects. For example the Federal-Provincial Uranium Reconnaissance |
Program includes airborne gamma-ray spectrometric and ground geochemical
surveys in selected areas in Canada.

- 16 -

F-

AREAS FAVOURABLE FOR URANIUM MINERALIZATION AND POTENTIAL FOR
URANIUM DISCOVERIES IN CANADA

Methodologies applied in assessment of the Canadian territory
for potential uranium discoveries and in delineation of areas
favourable for uranium mineralization are based on conceptual genetic
models simulating formation of uranium deposits (see_ Appendix 2 ) .

The conceptual models were developed for genetic types of uranium
deposits containing most of the world's presently known and presently
economic uranium resources: (a) Lower Proterozotc pyritiferous quartzpebble conglomerates, (b) veins and related deposits, (c) orthomagmatic
-anatectic uranium-bearing rocks, (d) uraniferous sandstones, and
(e) supergene deposits.

Distribution of areas favourable for uranium mineralization in
Lower Proterozoic pyritiferous quartz-pebble conglomerates (see Figure
5.3 ir^ Appendix 2) in Canada is relatively restricted.

Geological environments exhibiting metallogenic features postulated
by the pertinent conceptual model (see_ Figure 5.1 ibid.)* occur in the
Penokean Fold Belt of the Southern Structural Province, in the Cobalt
'Plate' of the Superior Province, in the Mistassini Monocline and some
intracratonic basins of the-Superior Structural Province, and in the
Padlei Fold Belt of the Churchill Structural Province.

- 17 -

Favourability of some other Lower Aphebian complexes elsewhere
in the Canadian Shield is presently under study.

Areas favourable for vein and related types of uranium deposits
are currently the most promising exploration targets in Canada.

Geological environments with metallogenic features, such as
postulated by the appropriate conceptual genetic model (see Figure 5.4
w

ibid.) occur:
(1) in the Wollaston Lake, Tazin - Nonacho, East Arm and in some other
Fold Belts of the Churchill Structural Province and in the cover rocks
unconformably overlying the Hudsonian Orogens;
(2) in the rocks of the Hudsonian Orogens and related cover rocks in
the Bear and Slave Structural Provinces;
(3) in Proterozoic rocks affected by orogenies and in related cover
rocks of the Nain (Nutak) and Superior Structural Provinces; and
(4) in similar environments in the Cordilleran Orogen (see. Figure 5.5

Q

ibid.).

Areas favourable for orthomagmatic - anatectic types of uranium
deposits may contain large deposits with low grade uranium ores-.

Geological environments with metallogenic features postulated
by the corresponding conceptual genetic model (see Figure 5.6 ibid.)

- 18 -

•

occur in granitic - syerritic terrartes of tivs Canadian Shield and
in the Cordillera (see Figure 5.7 ibid.).

Areas favourable for uranium deposits in sandstones do not yet
contribute to Canada's uranium reserves.

The conceptual genetic model (see_ Figure 5.8 ibid.) and
delineation of areas favourable for uranium mineralization in
sandstones (see_ Figure 5.9 ibid.) are based on studies of this
type of mineralization in the Western United States, Europe, Asia,
Africa, and Australia.

Targets for exploration for this type of mineralization ana first
of all sedimentary basins containing continental sandstones derived
from sources with above normal uranium clarkes. Such environments
are in Tertiary basins of the Cordilleran Orogen, in Mesozoic and
Tertiary sediments in the Interior Platform, Arctic Platform and 1n
the Appalachian and Innuitian Orogens.

- 19 -

Areas favourable for supergene uranium deposits are presently
subjects of studies in Canada.

It is assumed that geological and

climatic conditions, which are the main controlling factors in
formation of these deposits, may have occured in Canada in the
past. Thus study of environments containing fossil calcretes in
uranium metallogenic provinces might lead to identification of
uranium resources.

Future demand for uranium will necessitate exploration for
new sources and therefore for deposits of 'non conventional1 types,
such as uraniferous shales, carbonatites, volcanogenic deposits etc

Compiled^

V Ruzicka
Geologioal Survey
of Canada
Ottawa

1977

[ <r* fT

^
^-/i
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Borderlands
Continental shall
Cominmral slope . _ .
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Figure 1: Physiographic regions of Canada
(after Douglas, editor, 1970, Fig. 11-1).

CLASSIFICATION SCHEME
FOR
RECOVERABLE URANIUM RESOURCES
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY. MINES & RESOURCES

KNOWN URANIUM DISTRICT

INCREASING ASSURANCE OF EXISTENCE

EXISTENCE CLASSES

Undiscovered uranium resources covered in t h i s paper

Figure 4: Classification scheme for recoverable uranium resources
(E.M.R. Canada, 1977, Rept. 77-3, Appendix 1 , Fig. 1-A).

Uranium production (output) (in 1,000
Year

s. tons

Pre - 1957
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

Pre

t.)

7.7
6.6
13.4
15.9
12.7
9.6
8.4
8.4
7.3
4.4
3.9
3.7
4.2
4.5
4.6
5.0
.

pre 1972 120.3 s . t . U30g
* 92.5 tonnes U

5.2
4.3

1974

4.4

1975

4.6

1976

6.3

1977

145.6

= 112.0 tonnes U

Table 1: Uranium production (output) in Canada
Sources: - pre 1957, Eldorado Nuclear Limited, uranium sales
- 1957 to 1967, Statistics Canada, producers shipments
- 1968 to 1976, producing companies, actual production

Resource
Class

Tonnes uranium metal
at the price

Reasonably
Assured(i.e. Measured and
Indicated Reserves)*
Estimated
Additional(i.e. Inferred and
Prognosticated Resources)*
Possible Further
Potential(i.e. Speculative
Resources)**
*
**

264,000

6th favourability
category

E.M.R. Canada, Report EP 77-3, Table 1 and 3
This report (NEA/IAEA classification of IUREP)

Table 2:

Uranium Resources in Canada as of 1976

CONCEPTUAL MODELS FOR URANIUM DEPOSITS AND AREAS FAVOURABLE FOR
URANIUM MINERALIZATION IN CANADA

Appendix 2

Project 750010
V; Ruzicka
Regional and Economic Geology Division
(4) Modification of uranium deposits (due to
An understanding of the geology and genesis of
metamorphism, during diagenesis, by oxidation,
uranium deposits is fundamental to the discovery of new
accretion, etc. );
deposits and to the efficient exploitation of known deposits.
A general model simulating formation of uranium
(5) Preservation of uranium deposits from destrucdeposits (Fig. 5.1) postulates:
tion (retention of sufficient uranium to comprise
an exploitable deposit).

(1) Primary concentration of uranium and its
geoehemical availability (i. e. source);
(2) Mechanisms of transport of uranium from the
site of origin or pre-concentration to the site
of re-deposition; this can involve either
mechanical or chemical media;
(3) Concentration and deposition of uranium which
can occur in structural and lithological traps
due to: differentiation, metasomatism, precipitation (due to P.-T changes, redox changes, evaporation, etc.), sedimentation, absorption, etc.;

The majority of the world's known and presently
economic uranium resources are of the following genetic
types: (a) in Lower Proterozoic quartz-pebble
conglomerates (syngenetic conglomerate deposits),
(b) in veins and related deposits, (c) in graniticpegmatitie rocks, (d) in sandstones, and (e) in supergene
deposits. Deposits of other types are generally low
grade and/or small. Therefore attention will be paid
to conceptual models simulating formation of the above
mentioned types of uranium deposits.

Key word

Primary concentration of uranium;
liberation of uronlua from the
.source) introduction of uranium
into geochemioal oyole

Incorporation of radioelements
and uranium minerals in acidic
igneous rocks; disintegration of
tbase rooks| introduction of uranium into detritus

XVASE

SOURCE

\
of transport of uranium rrom the site of origin or
pru-concentration to the site of
deposition

Uranium rainoral3 mechanically
transported nnd sorted in detritua by water streams in extensive
drainage systems

THAH3PORT

TRANSPORT

/

\t
Concentration and deposition of
uraniou in structural and lithological traps due to* differentiation! metasomatism, precipitation, sedimentation, P-T changes,
^iodox ohances, absorption, evaporation etc.

Deposition of sorted quartz-pebble conglomerates with uranium
and other heavy minerals in alluvial and/or littoral environnent
under oxygen deficient conditions

Modification of uranium deposits
due to metamorphism, during diageneais, by oxidation, aooretion
etc.

oulphurisation of some minerals
(e.g. magnetite) by sulphur derived from volcaniam; uraniaation
of titanium minerals

DKPOSITION

/
MODIFICATION

MODIFICATION

\f
Preservation of uranium deposits
fron destruction

Preservation of deposits due to
oxygen deficient environment
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PJUBKRVATION
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Figure 5.1. A conceptual genetic model simulating
formation of Uranium Deposits.
From: Report of Activities, Part A;
Geol. Surv. Can. , Paper 77-1A (1977).

ng formation of
Figure 5. 2. A conceptual model simulatii
i
Uranium Deposits in rluronian Conglomerates
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The Conceptual model simulating processes leading
to formation of syngenetic conglomerate deposits
(Fig. 5^2)1-postulates the source of the deposits to be
incorporation of radioelements and uranium minerals
in acjdic igneous rocks, disintegration of these rocks
and the release of uranium minerals into resultant detritus.
According to this model, uranium minerals are
mechahiptilty transported and sorted in detritus by
stream waters in extensive drainage systems. Deposition
of sorted quarts-pebble conglomerates with uranium
md other heavy minerals occurs as a rule in an (tjluvial
• ind/or littoral environment, pisintegration of the source
•oeks, transportation of the detritus and deposition of
;he sorted detritus tak«s pi nee under oxygen deficient
conditions, which probably existed during Lower
Aphebian time (RoBcoe; 1969). Modification of the
mineralization occurs during the diagenetic stage of
sedimentation. At.ieust two kinds of alteration of the
original fhinerals can be observed: sulphurization of
3Otne minerals (e. g. magnetite) by sulphur produced
I apparently by volcunism; uranization of titanium
minerals. Preservation of deposits is possibly due to
an oxygen-deficient environment caused by burial,
presence of pyrite and solidification of the deposits.
'
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Figure 5.4. A conceptual model simulating formation of
veins and related Uranium Deposits.

In Canada, the Lower Proterozoic uraniferous
conglomerates of the Elliot Lake — Agnew Lake deposits
exhibit certain features that can be used as a guide for
further exploration, either in areas surrounding the
identified deposits, or in analogous lithostratigraphic
formations deposited under oxygen deficient conditions
(e.g. the Matinenda Formation), elsewhere in the
Shield (Fig. 5.3).
Besides the Elliot Lake — Agncw Lake area, the
conglomerates occur in the Cobalt Embuyment north
and northeast of Sudbury. A few years ago radioactive
occurrences in the Papaskwassati Basin of northern
Quebec were targets of exploration for deposits of this
type, but results show hat these radioactive strata
are somewhat youngor than the Matinendu Formution
of the Elliot Lake area and therefore are not comparable.
* During a complex magnetic, electromagnetic and
radiometric survey in the early 1970's, INCO discovered
uranium mineralization cast of James Bay, in the Vicinity
ofSakamiLake (Robertson, 1974). However, correlation
of these sediments with those in the Elliot Lako — Agnew
I^ake area is uncertain. Some uranium and gold wan .
found in the pre-Hurwitz sediments of the Montgomery
Lake Formation in the Pndlei Fold Belt west of Hudson
Buy (ibid.). The low uranium and gold contents in
these conglomerates rcfie<!st the nature of the sourot; "
rocks in their provenance area, w^lich differs from that
in the Elliot Lake^'— Agnew Lake area".
The conceptual genetic model simulating formation
qf veins and related types of uranium deposits (Pig. 5.4)
postulates a pre-coneentration of uranium in the
primary source, liberation of uranium from this primary
'"• source, and introduction of uranium into solutions.
* Supbrgene processes are commonly involved in the
transformation of insoluble compounds of tetravalent
uranium into water-soluble compounds of hexavalent
.uranium. The host rocks themselves, can also be one
a<' (possible source of uranium. Transportation of uranium
aqueous solutions occurs under various P-T conditions '
during their descent, lateral movement or ascent. The
mechanisms by which uranium is transported are
complex and still poorly understood. At low temperatures,
uranium is commonly transported by organometallic
(chelate) complexes, or by CO2~rich fluids in the uranyl
carbonate ion state and. precipitated as pjtchblonde
which can itself originate from partial reduction of
hoxavalent uranium compounds to tetravalent
(Moreau, 1974.). (Pitchblende is commonly a mixture
of oxides of hexavalent and tetravalent uranium.)
Underflow temperature conditions only uranium becomes
mobile and thorium remains at the site of origin. At
high temperatures, i.e. above 500°C, in the domain of
igneous processes (magmatism and volcanism), uranium
is transported in the tetravalent or hexavalent state
commonly in the form of halides and is accompanied by
thorium and the rare-earths. It is precipitated in the
form of uraninite or in U-Th-RRE minerals. Deposition
of uranium takes place in lithological and/or structural
traps (fracture systems, unconformities, etc. ) due to
precipitation brought about by redox changes, P-T
changes (e. g. drop in COj pressure) etc. A hypothetical
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sequence of processes involved in formation of a
pitchblende-rich orebody can be deduced from the "D"
uranium deposit at Cluff Lake in the Carswell structure
of northern Saskatchewan (Ruzicka, 1975). (1) The
uranium, gold and other metals were presumably liberated
by weathering from the pre-Athabasea complex (which
can be tentatively correlated with the Tazin Group of
the Beaverlodge area). A thick regolith occurs on top
of these basement rocks, i. e. beneath the distinct
pre-Athabasca unconformity; (2) the uranium is
concentrated mainly in pelitic rocks, which also contain
a high amount of bitumen, at the base of the Athabasca
Formation and in the basement complex. The uranium
was apparently remobilized from the pelites and
redistributed along faults and fractures which served
as structural traps. Deposits in the Wollaston Lake fold
belt (e. g. Rabbit Lake, Key Lake) are also related to
the pre-Athabasca unconformity. It is interesting to
note that the pre-Athabasca unconformity is a time
correlative of the pre-Kombolgie unconformity in the
East Alligator River region of Northern Territory of
Australia, where the world famous uranium deposits
Ranger I, Ranger HI, Koongarra, Jabiluka I and
Jabiluka II occur. Areas favourable for veins and
Late differentiates of granitic
macna (alaakite, leuoogranite etc,
perolkaline plutonio rooks; potassiua-rich volcanios; granitised
uraniferous sedimentsj carbonatltea

SOURCE

v

Transport of uranium due to movements of Basses related to igneous activity, ultranetamorphiam,
t i
granltization, palingene •

Crystallization of uranium-bearing minerals and their concentration governed by chemical reactions, changes in P-T conditions,
etc.

TRANSPORT

DEPOSITION

Surlchnent of the rooks with uranium by superimposed mineralization (supergene or other)

MODIFICATION

Preservation by burial, suitable
ollaatlo conditions or in the oamantation or primary zones

PRESERVATION
1171

Figure S. 6. A conceptual model simulating formation of
orthomagmatic and anatectic Uranium Deposits
in Granitic-Pegmatitic rocks ("Porphyry"Uranium).

related types of uranium deposits in Canada are shown
on Figure 5. 5. One of the most promising areas in
Canada is that along the pre-Athabasca and pre-Martin
unconformities. It includes rocks of the Wollaston Lake
and Tazin belts. Similar geological environments can
be found along the unconformities beneath the Thelon
Basin and Bathurst Embayment in Northwest Territories
and, in a little younger environment, along the
pre-Sibley unconformity in Ontario.
The conceptual model simulating formation of
orthomagmatic and anatectic uranium deposits in graniticpegmatitic rocks postulates as source late differentiates
of granitic rocks (alaskite, leucogranite, etc.),
peralkaline plutonic rocks, potassium-rich volcanics
or granitized uranife; >us sediments (Fig. 5.6).
Uranium is remobilized and reconcentrated due to
igneous activity, ultrametamorphism, anatexis,
granitization, palingenesis etc. The mineralization
can be further enriched in uranium by supergene
processes. It is believed that secondary mineralization is an important factor in the formation of the
"porphyry-uranium" (Armstrong, 1974) type of deposits.
For example in the Rossing uranium deposit in South-West
Africa, approximately 55% of the uranium is in uraninite,
5% in betafite and 40% in secondary uranium minerals
(Backstrom, 1970). The average grade of this deposit
is 0. 7 lb. U3O8 per short ton. Preservation of such
mineralization is possible by burial or by conditions
preventing depletion of uranium minerals.
In Canada, environments favourable for this type
of uranium deposit can be found in granitic-syenitic
terranes of the Canadian Shield and in the Cordillera
(Fig. 5.7).
The conceptual model simulating formation of
uranium deposits in sandstones (Fig. 5. 8) postulates
as a source, silicic crystalline and/or tuffaceous rocks
containing labile uranium or other source material with
uranium soluble under supergene conditions. (Some
students of the genesis of this type of deposit suggest
the source to be saline, residual brines, where uranium
was concentrated after precipitation of more soluble
Uranium is transported in aqueous solutions through
permeable sandstone; the aquifer commonly exhibits
a "plumbing" system and is bounded by impermeable
beds. (The "brinal" theory postulates that uraniumbearing brines were expelled from the evaporites
during burial and compaction and moved to overlying
permeable sandstones (Dunsmore, 1975)). Host rocks
are, as a rule, nonm^rine sandstones with biogenic
carbon. Reductants such as pyrite, H2S, petroleum,
humic acids and bitumens, cause precipitation of
uranium along redox fronts. Changes in the redox
front, hydrodynamie conditions, tectonic movements,
etc. can cause migration /accretion of mineralization.
Its preservation can be due to a closed hydrodynamic
system, a reducing environment, and other factors
(Alder, 1974).
Uranium deposits in sandstones do not as yet
contribute to Canada's uranium reserves. However,
indications of this type of mineralization exist in some
of the Phanerozoic basins containing continental
sandstones, where geochemical conditions suitable for
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Silicic crystalline and/or tuffageoua rocks containing labile uraniuzn; other source material
with uranium soluble under normal (aupercene) conditions (P-T)

SOURCJ3

Uranium tranoported in aquoouG aolutions through peraoablo sandstone} the aquifer ooouonly exhibits a "plunbinc" system and is
separated by iaperneable beds

Host-rooks are as a rule non-uarine sandstones with biogenio oarbun. *eduotants suoh as pyrite,
a~S, petroleum, humid aoids and
bitumens, cause preoipitation of
uranium along Bedox fronts

Changes in Rodox front, hydrodynanio oonditions, tectonic DKJYOnenta eta. oan oause migration/
accretion of mineralization

D3F03ITI0N

MODIFICATION

Closed hydrodynanio system and other factors preventing destruction
«ITS

Figure S. 8. A conceptual model simulating formation of Uranium Deposits in
generation of uranium-bearing fluids, redox fronts in
permeable strata, and distinct lithological and/or
structural trap* favourable for deposition of uranium
occur at present or occurred in the past.
Areas favourable for the sandstone type of uranium
deposits in Canada are shown In Figure 9.9. .
The conceptual model simulating formation of
superfl^ne uranium deposits (Pig. 5.10) postulates as
source granites, tuffs or other rocks containing uranium
In the ppm range. Uranium Is transported In dissolved
forms In surflolal water or in groundwater.
Semi-oonsolidated materials (durlcrusts: oalcrete,
gyporete, ferricrete) filling depressions, basins and
old stream channels are favourable for deposition of
uranium mineralization. Changing climatic oonditions
and hydrodynamlc factors can modify these deposits.
Preservation of deposits is controlled by a delicate

mes.

balance between mobility-stability equilibria of uran:
minerals (PremoU, 1076). Ca) jrete deposits are knowin Western Australia (Yeelirrte area), Soutb-West
Africa and the Somali Tertiary basin in northeast Afri
The deposits In South-West Africa contain large
tonnages of U3O8. In Canada similar climatic and
geological conditions may have occurred and the
existence of fossil calcretes should be considered In
exploration of areas where basement rocks nave high
uranium background values.
The conceptual models simulating formation of ft
above mentioned types of uranium deposits and the
distribution of areas favourable for these genetic type
In Canada are subjects of studies at the Geological
Survey of, Canada. Results of these studies should
serve as a basis not only for assessment of Canada';
uranium endowment, but also for development of criter
applicable to uranium exploration in this country.
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